When plants are placed in the dark, the level of the abundant mRNA encoding the small subunit of ribulose-1,5-bisphophate carboxylase (rbcS) declines rapidly. We present evidence demonstrating an active degradation of rbcS mRNA in the dark. Detailed analysis showsthat transcripts originating from different members of the rbcS gene family are differentially affected by this degradation. This phenomenon is not common to all light-regulated plant genes since the mRNA for ST-LS1, another leaf-specific and light-induced gene, is not degraded in the dark within the same time scale.
Light-regulated expression of plant genes involved in photosynthesis is thought to act mainly through the induction of transcription via light-activated plant photoreceptors such as phytochrome (1) . Phytochrome has been shown to mediate transcriptional activation of chlorophyll a/b binding and ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase small subunit (rbcS) genes in several plant species (2, 3) . The possibility that phytochrome affects mRNA stability has also been discussed (4, 5) , but no direct measurements of mRNA stability have been reported. Since RNA decay represents a major control point in the regulation of gene expression in bacteria as well as in higher organisms (see ref. 6 for review), we decided to study mRNA stability in plants. We chose to analyze the decay of the mRNA encoding rbcS in potato. This abundant chloroplast enzyme catalyzes the first step in photosynthetic carbon fixation. The holoenzyme is a hetero-16-mer consisting of eight large subunits encoded in the chloroplast genome and eight small subunits encoded by nuclear genes. The small subunit is produced as a precursor protein in the cytoplasm and posttranslationally transported into the chloroplast, where it is assembled with the large subunits to form the holoenzyme. In all plant species intensively studied to date, the genes for the small subunit (rbcS) are organized as small multigene families (for reviews, see refs. 7 and 8).
We have previously isolated genomic clones corresponding to four of the five rbcS genes in potato (9) and are interested in the differential expression of these genes. Here we describe a method termed cut primer extension (CPE) that allows measurement of the amount of mRNA contributed by each of the rbcS genes to the steady-state mRNA pool. CPE and primer-extension experiments are used to study the stability of different rbcS mRNAs after inhibition of transcription or dark treatment of the plants. 80 .5793 (collection of the Max-Planck-Institut). Plants from line AM 80.5793 were used for all experiments. Plants were grown at 21'C under sterile conditions on MS medium (Imperial Laboratories, London, U.K.) with 20 g of sucrose per liter, under a cycle of 16 h light/8 h dark (this light regime is described in the text as "normal light condition").
RNA Extraction. Total RNA was prepared by a modification of the GTC procedure of Chirgwin et al. (10) .
Oligonucleotides, rbcS Primers. The following primers were used: PS.5 (antisense), 5'-GTTTTGCTTCCTTGAAACA-3'; PS.11 (sense), 5'-TCITCIGCIGCTGTTGC-3' (I, inosine); actin primer (antisense), 5'-ATGTCCTCACCATCAGC-CAT-3'.
Primer Extension and CPE. Primer-extension reactions were performed with 10 ,Ag of total RNA as described by in genuine darkness for 12-54 h (lanes 4-7) or placed under normal light conditions on medium containing 10 mM cordycepin (lanes 8-11). Cordycepin (3'-deoxyadenosine) is an inhibitor of transcriptional elongation that has been shown to completely inhibit plant RNA synthesis when used in high concentrations (12) . For the experiment shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 2 are the consequence of relative changes in the abundance of mRNA from different rbcS genes or from a general decay of all rbcS mRNAs, we used the CPE assay to analyze total RNA from plants placed in the dark with and without 10 mM cordycepin. Included in this analysis were plants treated with cordycepin and grown under normal light conditions. When plants were placed in the dark, the concentration of all rbcS transcripts decreased (Fig. 4, lanes 1-4) but subtle changes in the relative contribution of individual genes to the remaining mRNA pool were reproducibly observed. For example, in light-grown plants rbcS2b and -2c mRNAs were always present in similar amounts (Fig. 3B,  lane 6 ; Fig. 4 , lane 1), whereas rbcS2c was still detectable in plants kept in the dark a long time after all rbcS2b transcripts disappeared. There are two explanations for this result: the changing pattern could be due to the fact that different rbcS genes are transcribed to a varied extent in the dark or it could be caused by different stabilities of the individual mRNAs. Since, in our experiments with plants kept in the dark, inhibition of transcription does not reduce but rather increases transcript levels we can rule out the first explanation. Interestingly, inhibition of transcription not only leads to higher mRNA levels but also abrogates the dark-induced differences between rbcS2b and -2c transcripts observed in plants kept in the dark (Fig. 4 , compare lanes 2 and 3 with lanes 5 and 6 and lanes 8 and 9). These data could be explained by assuming that darkness induces synthesis of a factor responsible for the differential degradation of rbcS transcripts. To investigate this hypothesis, we placed plants in the dark for 45 h (after this period of time most of the rbcS mRNAs have decayed) and then exposed them to performed control experiments with various amounts of single-stranded DNA derived from M13 clones containing the 5' regions of the four rbcS genes as templates. Fig. 3B (lanes  1-4) 2) . However, it is noteworthy that here again the rbcS2c mRNA appears to accumulate more efficiently than the rbcS2b transcript, possibly as a consequence of greater stability.
The mRNA for the Light-Regulated Potato Gene ST-LS1 Is Not Subject to Accelerated Decay in the Dark. To investigate whether an accelerated decay in the dark is a general phenomenon for light-regulated plant genes, we used primerextension experiments to compare the expression levels of the ST-LSJ gene (14, 15) under different conditions. ST-LSJ is a nuclear gene encoding a 10-kDa protein that is part of the water-splitting complex in the chloroplast (16) . The expression of this gene has been shown to be leaf specific and light regulated (14) . In agreement with several bands in a Southern blot analysis of the ST-LS] gene, the primer-extension reaction produces six distinct bands (Fig. 6, lane 1) . Comparison of Fig. 6 with Fig. 1 reveals that ST-LS1 mRNAs are significantly more stable in the dark than rbcS transcripts. rbcS mRNA is hardly detectable after 36 h in the dark (Fig.  1, lane 6) , whereas ST-LS1 mRNA levels remain constant between 12 and 54 h of darkness (Fig. 6, lanes 4-7) . Although there is more ST-LS1 mRNA present after 12 h of cordycepin treatment of light-grown plants than after 12 h of darkness, it is evident from Fig. 6 
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accounts for the slow turnover of rbcS mRNA observed after inhibition of transcription. A significantly more rapid degradation occurs in plants kept in darkness. This rapid dark degradation appears to require the synthesis of a hypothetical factor differentially affecting transcripts from individual rbcS genes. This second pathway can indeed be inhibited by cordycepin. A similar situation was found for the rapid degradation of c-fos mRNA in fibroblasts (20) . Again, two different pathways are responsible for degradation, one of which can be inhibited by transcriptional inhibitors. This degradational pathway is mediated by A+U-rich sequences in the 3' untranslated region of the mRNA and is thought to involve a short-lived protein factor. It is tempting to speculate about the nature and occurrence of such a factor in plant cells. We have shown that the putative factor is active after transfer of the plants to darkness and the experiment in Fig.  6 implies that it might still influence rbcS mRNA levels 4 h after transcription was reactivated by light. Although it is possible that this pathway is also operational in normal light conditions, leading to a high turnover of rbcS mRNA, it would appear that the main in vivo effect is the rapid degradation of rbcS transcripts in the dark. This may be an advantage for the plant since rbcS mRNA represents a considerable amount of the total mRNA and remains bound to ribosomes in the dark (21) , thereby negatively interfering with the translational machinery. RNA degrading factors with short half-lives may also play a role in establishing the circadian rhythm in transcript abundance observed for other light-regulated genes (22, 23) .
The fact that the different rbcS transcripts are highly homologous and differ mostly in their 5' and 3' untranslated regions should facilitate the identification of the sequences mediating the specific degradation. The CPE assay, which allows the simultaneous determination of relative transcript abundance of very similar mRNAs, should also be applicable to study other gene families. Since the two oligonucleotide primers used for CPE allow fragment amplification by the polymerase chain reaction (24) prior to analysis, this method should also be useful to study gene expression within families of very low transcript abundance.
